I n the last Informatics column, the focus was on the occupational and environmental health nurse gaining access to computers at home, work, and in the community; things to consider when buying hardware; and basic connectivity to the Internet or the World Wide Web (WWW). This column discusses navigating the Internet using common browsers and how to conduct basic searches for information. Part II, the next Informatics column in the June issue, will discuss finite ways to search for specific occupational and environmental health information with the goal of conducting research to advance the profession.
Most occupational and environmental health nurses have not had the opportunities to obtain formal education in using computers and, more often than not, learn "just the basics" of the programs used at work, such as word processing and e-mail. The majority of AAOHN members (60%) have access to computers either at work or at home. However, many do not have access to the Internet at work. The rationale for justifying the occupational and environmental health nurse's need to access the Internet at work was in the last Informatics column (AAOHN Journal, December 2000) . Recognizing that the Internet (often called the Infonnation Superhighway or Cyberspace) is a gateway to vast knowledge and information (albeit, some good and some not reliable), it is important for the occupational and environmental health nurse to know how to navigate it efficiently and effectively.
INTRODUCTION TO THE WORLD WIDE WEB
The World Wide Web, also known as "WWW" or "W3;' is a graphical, easy to use system on the Internet that offers a vast amount of information, The WWW consists of a huge collection of documents or "web pages" stored on computers around the world. Web pages can contain a vast amount of information including narrative text, graphics, sound , video streams, and even movies. These pages are stored on "websites" generally hosted by universities, government agencies, companies, or individuals. They can be viewed when accessing the website.
It is estimated that the WWW has more than a billion indexed web pages, and this number is growing every day. How does one navigate the WWW and find information on the Internet in a timely and efficient manner? Fortunately, there are a variety of search tools to help navigate the Web in a fairly simple and straightforward manner. Most computer users will already have one of two popular Internet browsers, such as Netscape Navigator or Microsoft's Internet Explorer, already loaded on their computer or as part of their Internet service provider's (lSP) pro-
Basic Concepts
Hypertext A type of electronic document which contains pointers to other documents. Generally these "pointers" are in a different color or may be highlighted when displayed by the user's browser. When accessed by "clicking" on the hypertext link, the additional information or Web page is displayed. The newly accessed page usually contains additional links to related documents and information.
Surfing
The art of navigating and searching on the Internet.
Uniform Resource Locator (URL)
The standard format used for hypertext links on the Internet (e.g., http://www.aaohn.org will link the user to AAOHN's home page and website). These "web addresses" are also called URLs (universal resource identifiers) which contain links to subparts of information on the website. The URL provides a single, standardized way of describing information available in cyberspace, and describes the type of information being accessed.
Webmaster
The person in charge of the website.
Website
A collection of web pages devoted to a single topic, organization, or company. The WWW is an exciting tool for the occupational and environmental health nurse to use in daily practice. The next Informatics column (June 2001) will provide the reader with specific information about performing research to advance occupational and environmental health nursing. for indexing. It is important to note that most search engines "hit" a small fraction of related pages available on the WWW.Itis a smart idea to search for information using several search engines. Meta search sites use several search engines at the same time to answer queries. Popular search engines and meta search sites are listed in Tables 1 and 2. Dozens more search engines are available on the web. All offer free information to the web surfer. Each search engine delivers different pages or information in response to information requests. Thus, it is best to use several of the popular ones listed above, or several of the meta search sites which incorporate several search engines in their search.
ABOUT THE
Consider searching the following terms using several of the sites listed in the tables: provide the user with links, called hypertext links or hyperlinks (the underlined text on the web page), which provides access to additional web pages of related information. Both Netscape Navigator and Explorer have a search engine on their home pages whereby the user can enter search terms, hit the enter key on the keyboard, and wait for the results. To start searching on the Internet, the user needs to be familiar with a few basic concepts (see Sidebar on the previous page).
It is not uncommon to spend hours on the Internet exploring and searching for information. Powerful search engines have been developed to help the user find information using a few key terms or phrases.
FINDING AND USING RESOURCES ON THE INTERNET
Directories, search engines, and portals are available on the Internet to aid the user in searching for information. Web directories are hierarchical catalogs of the WWW-major topic headings are broken down into subheadings, much like the card catalog at the public library. For example, the user who accesses Yahoo at httpi//www.yahoo.com, or America Online (AOL) at http://www.aol.com. and clicks on the "health" category on their home page, is directed to a subheading of additional health topics, each with a link to additional related sites. Clicking on these sub links leads to additional information and links as well.
Search engines provide links to information which is indexed and cataloged generally by automated robots or staff who access websites on a periodic basis and analyze key terms, words, and information to create hyperlinks to the search subject. People can also submit their site information to the search engine companies
